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GOALS

Traditionally, forensic examiners tend 
to use categorical language in their 
reports, presenting evidence in broad 
terms such as “identification” or  
“exclusion.” There have been efforts  
in recent years to promote the use 
of more probabilistic language, but 
many examiners have expressed  
concerns about the proposed change.

Researchers funded by CSAFE  
surveyed fingerprint examiners to 
better understand how examiners 
feel about probabilistic reporting 
and to identify obstacles impeding  
its adoption.

THE STUDY

• 301 friction ridge fingerprint examiners participated  
 in a multiple-part survey.

• The survey polled how participants currently report  
 their results: categorically or probabilistically.

• The survey also asked participants’ opinion on  
 probabilistic reporting, whether they believed it  
 was an appropriate direction for their community  
 to take, and the reasoning behind their opinions.

• Finally, the survey asked participants to describe  
 probabilistic reporting in their own words.
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OVERVIEW

Learn what kind of language forensic examiners 
currently use when reporting evidence.

Gauge attitudes toward probabilistic reporting 
and the reasoning behind those attitudes.

Explore examiners’ understanding of probabilistic 
reporting.
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Access the full research study to learn more at 
forensicstats.link/MtEverest

Additionally, explore relevant publications: 

• Probabilistic Reporting in Criminal Cases:  
  A Baseline Study  
  forensicstats.link/ProbabilisticReporting

• Comparing Categorical and Probabilistic  
  Fingerprint Evidence
  forensicstats.link/Comparing-Fingerprint-Evidence
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FUNDING

RESULTS

CSAFE is a publicly funded organization headquartered at Iowa State 
University. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
is one of the center’s providers, supporting CSAFE as a nationally 
recognized Center of Excellence in Forensic Sciences, NIST Award 
#70NANB15H176 and #70NANB20H019.

 The views of the participants were not a  
 handful of outdated “myths” that need to  
 be debunked, but a wide and varied array  
 of strongly held beliefs. Many practitioners  
 are concerned about “consumption” issues  
 –– how lawyers, judges, and juries will  
 understand the evidence –– that are  
 arguably outside their role as forensic  
 scientists.

 While many participants expressed  
 interest in probabilistic reporting, they  
 also felt they were not properly trained  
 to understand probabilities since it has  
 never been a formal requirement. Additional  
 education and resources could help  
 examiners more confidently adopt the  
 practice.
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• The most common concern was that “weaker,” more uncertain terms could be misunderstood  
 by jurors or used by defense attorneys to “undersell” the strength of their findings.

• Another concern was that a viable probabilistic model was not ready for use in a field as  
 subjective as friction ridge analysis –– and may not even be possible.

• While many felt that probabilistic language may be more accurate –– they preferred categorical  
 terms as “stronger” –– and more in line with over a century of institutional norms.

Only 10% of participants reported using probabilistic language  
while only 2% actually used probabilistic language for the  
open-response question. 

58% felt that probabilistic language was not an appropriate  
direction for the field.
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